
 

Biochemists identify detection signal for
breaking down excess ribosomal RNA

August 28 2015

A growing, dividing cell uses most of its energy store to make its
"protein factories", the ribosomes. An important player in their
"assembly" is the exosome, a molecular shredding machine that breaks
down excess ribonucleic acid (RNA). Researchers working with Prof.
Dr. Ed Hurt at the Heidelberg University Biochemistry Center (BZH)
have discovered how the exosome identifies its target RNA. The team
identified a specific detection signal, comparable to a postal code or bar
code that targets the exosome to the remote RNA. The results of the
research were published in the journal Cell.

According to Prof. Hurt, the production of ribosomes is an extremely
complex process that follows a strict blueprint with numerous quality-
control checkpoints. The protein factories are made of numerous
ribosomal proteins (r-proteins) and ribosomal ribonucleic acid (rRNA).
More than 200 helper proteins, known as ribosome biogenesis factors,
are needed in the eukaryotic cells to correctly assemble the r-proteins
and the different rRNAs. Three of the total of four different rRNAs are
manufactured from a large precursor RNA. They need to be "trimmed"
at specific points during the manufacturing process, and the superfluous
pieces are discarded. "Because these processes are irreversible, a special
check is needed," explains Ed Hurt.

A substantial portion of this excess ribosomal RNA is broken down by
the exosome, a molecular machine consisting of multiple protein
subunits. Together they form a structure similar to a barrel, through
which the RNA is channelled. The subunit of the exosome that degrades
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the RNA into its individual components, or nucleotides, sits at the end of
this channel. "This process has already been well-described, but we still
didn't understand how the exosome detected its target RNA and
distinguished it from the numerous RNA molecules that needed to
remain intact," explains Ed Hurt.

Matthias Thoms and Dr. Emma Thomson of Prof. Hurt's research team
have now been able to identify two ribosome biogenesis factors located
near the target RNA on the unfinished ribosome that guide the exosome
to its target. Both protein factors act during ribosome assembly, but
operate at a different time and position. Although the two proteins are
structured differently, they do share one important characteristic. The
Heidelberg researchers discovered both have a short signal sequence
similar to a barcode or postal code. Through this detection signal, a
helper protein of the exosome is recruited to point to the target RNA.
The exosome is then able to start its task and shred the unneeded RNA.

Prof. Hurt's team of scientists now want to identify other proteins with
the described signal sequence to find out how the exosome is able to
eliminate such a broad spectrum of different RNA. "The exosome is a
universal protein complex that is essential in all cells for RNA
homeostasis, that is, the equilibrium between RNA creation and
degradation. We assume that the type of target RNA detection we
discovered represents a general mechanism for exosome regulation,"
explains Prof. Hurt. "Our findings could also lead to a better molecular
understanding of illnesses in which defects were identified in the
exosome or their helper proteins." This would establish the mutations in
exosome components that could cause autoimmune diseases or multiple
myeloma in humans.

  More information: "The Exosome Is Recruited to RNA Substrates
Through Specific Adapter Proteins." Cell 162, 1029-1038 (27 August
2015), DOI: 10.1016/j.cell.2015.07.060
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